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RESUMO – A mancha mongólica é uma forma de melanose dérmica comum em recém-nascidos, tendo uma incidência e prevalência variável consoante a raça, sendo menos frequente em crianças caucasianas. Apesar de tradicionalmente interpretadas como benignas, várias publicações têm vindo a sugerir que manchas mongólicas extensas, múltiplas, presentes em locais atípicos e persistentes ao longo da primeira infância podem estar associadas a algumas doenças metabólicas. Contudo, esta associação não está ainda bem esclarecida. Por outro lado, casos pontuais reportados na literatura têm descrito um tipo particular de mancha mongólica sobreposta a outra de pigmentação diferente, não sendo conhecido o mecanismo fisiopatológico e a relevância clínica deste achado. Os autores reportam o caso de um rapaz caucasiano com 7 meses de idade com manchas mongólicas múltiplas, extensas, de agravamento progressivo nos primeiros meses de vida, uma das quais mais pigmentada sobreposta a outra, localizada na anca direita.
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INTRODUCTION

Mongolian spots (MS) are common birthmarks in newborns and their incidence and prevalence vary considerably between races, being the lowest in caucasian infants. Although traditionally regarded as benign, some reports suggested that extensive and multiple MS may present at aberrant locations and persistent beyond early childhood may co-exist with inborn errors of metabolism. However, this association is not well established. Besides, very few cases in literature reported a particular type of superimposed MS, whose physiopathological mechanism and clinical significance are unknown. We report a case of a 7-months-old caucasian male infant with multiple, extensive and progressive MS and also a superimposed MS located on the right hip.
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and GM1-gangliosidosis, and in a few cases mucopolysaccharidosis type 2 (Hunter’s syndrome), mucolipidosis, Niemann-Pick disease and mannosidosis.\(^2\)\(^7\) The pathogenic mechanisms behind this association are not completely understood but metabolites accumulated in inborn errors of metabolism seem to have an important role: they bind to a tyrosine kinase-type receptor and result in an abnormal activity of nerve growth factor, an important signal for transdermal melanocyte migration.\(^2\)\(^4\)

The association of persistent or aberrant MS with vascular birthmarks like aberrant nevus flammeus and pigmentary abnormalities in phakomatosis pigmentovascularis, or in some cases of Sturge-Weber syndrome, Klippel-Trenaunay syndrome and cutis marmorata telangiectatica congenita, is better established.\(^8\)\(^–\)\(^10\) In these situations, apart from the MS, there are other physical signs which raise the suspicion of the existence of a congenital disorder and a clear need of additional investigations.

Figure 1 - Multiple MS involving gluteal, sacrococcygeal areas and lower, middle and upper trunk.

Figure 2 - Superimposed MS on lateral aspect of the right hip.
In the absence of other abnormalities, the main difficulty is to select which cases of MS should be further investigated to rule out a congenital metabolism disorder, and which diagnostic investigation protocol should be adopted. There are no established and consistent clinical guidelines about this issue.

CASE REPORT

We report the case of a 7-months-old white male infant with multiple and aberrant MS referred to a Pediatric Dermatology consultation by the Pediatrician. Dermatological examination showed a large grey ill-defined patch involving the lumbar, sacrococcygeal and gluteal areas (size 10 x 11 cm); multiple satellite smaller light-grey macules and patches on the middle and upper back involving both scapular areas (Fig. 1); and a dark grey coin-shaped spot (size 3 x 2 cm) on the lateral aspect of the right hip over a very light-grey ill-defined patch involving the right hip line and ipsilateral inguinal region (Fig. 2). According to the parents these patches were present at birth and became more evident during first months of life. The examination was otherwise unremarkable with no hepatosplenomegaly or musculoskeletal abnormalities. After being informed of the probable diagnosis of MS and once the child was healthy the parents denied permission to perform a skin biopsy. A clinical diagnosis of multiple and superimposed MS was made. There was no history of complications during pregnancy or the neonatal period. There was no history of consanguinity or genetically transmitted diseases within the family. Physical growth and psychomotor development were normal. Attending to this, despite the absence of other signs, with such an atypical MS in a caucasian child, we decided to ask for a Neuropediatrician opinion. Neurological examination was completely normal therefore no additional test was requested to exclude neurologic involvement as after a perfectly normal physical and neurological examination, the coexistence of an inborn error of metabolism is very unlikely. This child maintains only clinical follow-up in the Pediatric Consultation. Dermatological examination was completely normal therefore no additional test was requested to exclude neurologic involvement as after a perfectly normal physical and neurological examination, the coexistence of an inborn error of metabolism is very unlikely. This child maintains only clinical follow-up in the Pediatric Consultation. Further investigation is needed to support the association between aberrant MS and metabolism disorders and to define criteria and screening methods. If this correlation is proved in future, a workup for inborn error of metabolism will be applied to newborns with extensive Mongolian spots. Until then the authors recommend a careful clinical surveillance of atypical cases. The rarity of these cases and the multiplicity of diseases of metabolism with specific biochemical and genetic diagnostic exams do not currently justify their exhaustive investigation in all cases of atypical MS when other symptoms or signs are absent. For this reason this child maintains only clinical follow-up in the Pediatric Dermatology consultation.

New cases of aberrant or superimposed MS should be documented in order to improve our knowledge about these topics.

DISCUSSION

Mongolian spots can no longer be considered always as benign. When MS are extensive, multiple, progressive, involve unusual locations (dorsal and ventral aspects of trunk, extremities) and have a darker pigmentation are suspicious of the coexistence of a storage disorder. A prospective study showed that these characteristics are associated with persistence of MS beyond 1 year and suggest that in these cases babies should be screened for disorders of metabolism. Nevertheless this association is not well established and cannot be regarded as a rule. In our case, besides the presence of aberrant MS in a caucasian infant, no abnormality was found until this moment.

Another interesting question is the clinical relevance of superimposed MS or MS with heterogeneous pigmentation that have been very rarely reported. This finding makes the presented case even more intriguing. As far as we are aware this is the first case reported in a caucasian infant. Histologically MS are characterized by spindle-shaped melanocytes in the lower layers of the dermis. The possible explanation for superimposed MS is the existence of different waves of melanocytic migration during embryogenesis resulting in different amounts of melanocytes in different layers of dermis. Superimposed MS have not been associated with abnormalities in the reported cases and their clinical relevance remains unknown. Misdiagnosis as markers of child abuse may happen, particularly with superimposed MS found in unusual sites. This situation was also excluded in our patient.
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